Product
Brief
Auditing & Inventory

Key Features
Track devices across
organisation,
department and the
Internet
Scalable, distributed
collection points let
you collect locally,
view centrally.

Tams Auditing & Inventory provides you with accurate software audit and hardware
inventory information across organisations, business units, even the internet, allowing
you to effectively track and manage all your central and mobile computer IT assets .
From Licensing compliancy, Software Usage, Hardware audits Tams AI is the
intelligent business system designed to give an immediate return on investment,
provide long term benefits to service and efficiency and provide you with the
information you need to get the job done.
Business Benefits


Immediate savings through identifying incorrect and
unused software



Maximised efficiency & ongoing savings through
effective tracking and usage monitoring of
computer hardware and software.



Long Term uplift in service and end user
satisfaction levels Know exactly what software
is needed to repair/rebuild PCs, know exactly
what PCs can support planned upgrades.



Accurate ongoing License Compliancy
assurance

Fully Web based
Product Licensing
Track Software
Installation and
Usage
Patch Analysis
Software Auditing
Hardware Inventory
Customised Queries
on the Data.
Ensure license
compliance
Automatic breakdown
of statistics by
Business unit

Tams AI will reduce your software licensing costs, showing exactly
where you are under or over licensed, and where about in your
organisation those licensed products are installed. Tams will identify
where installed software is not in use, as well as identifying
better alternatives for “in use” software. Tams AI will provide
the precise details should rebuilds be required, as well as
providing the intelligence needed to plan upgrade/replacement
projects. Alongside this Tams AI will provide all the
managements reports and statistics needed to ensure you are
providing the best service possible .

Fast and Effortless
Tams AI is geared to make managing any size of
enterprise a fast and effortless task. Automated agent
roll out is easy, the collection system takes care of
itself and the web based GUI with its easy to use
graphical displays and tables makes guiding you
around all areas
of the system a
quick and intuitive task.

Configurable Reports
Tams AI is delivered with standard reports
but has the ability to build up user defined
web based query reports based upon any data
in the system These reports can be used to
plan and budget for individual and company
wide upgrades , machine retirements and
software license compliance.
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Minimum Management Overheads
With a flexible choice of collection options and
automatic deployment allowing you to audit all
of your servers, desktops and mobile PCs, Tams
AI automatically registers users, software, hardware, and devices. The highly configurable
auditing facility allows your staff to select
particular groups of PCs you wish to examine
(e.g. all the PR department PCs). PCs are
automatically linked to user name, department or business unit making it easy to identify devices and track back to individuals,
departments or sections within your organisation.

License Usage and Installed Products
With Tams AI it is quick and easy to ascertain which software the organisation is running
and where. Detailed software usage graphs and
lists are easily produced, The product list can be
customised for your organisation and your software with License requirements being easy and
flexibly applied and reviewed. You can even automatically identify if , through what sub elements
of a product are actually being used on a PCused,
a more cost effect product should be utilised in its
place.
As you would expect Tams AI allows you to drill down
from all summary charts and records to see detailed lists
or individual items. Tams AI also allows you to drill
"up" with the same ease - Spot a piece of software,
patch, OS type or PC type etc when looking at the detailed information for a device and one click lets you
drill "up" to see a list of the other devices who share that
same criteria.

Tams AI - All the information you need … As you want it, when you need it
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